Impact of Genetic Loci Identified in Genome-Wide Association Studies on Diabetic Retinopathy in Chinese Patients With Type 2 Diabetes.
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a common microvascular complication of type 2 diabetes (T2DM). Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) had identified novel DR-susceptibility genetic variants in various populations. We examined the associations of these DR-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with severe DR in a Chinese T2DM cohort. Cross-sectional case-control studies on sight-threatening DR (STDR) and proliferative DR (PDR) were performed. We genotyped 38 SNPs showing top association signals with DR in previous GWAS in 567 STDR cases, including 309 with PDR and 1490 non-DR controls. Multiple logistic regression models with adjustment for conventional risk factors, including age, sex, duration of diabetes, and presence of hypertension, were employed. The strongest association was found at INSR rs2115386, an intronic SNP of INSR: Padjusted = 9.13 × 10-4 (odds ratio [OR],1.28; 95% confidence interval [95%CI], 1.11-1.48) for STDR, and Padjusted= 1.12 × 10-4 (OR [95%CI],1.44 [1.20-1.74]) for PDR. rs599019 located downstream of COLEC12 (Padjusted = 0.019; OR [95%CI],1.19 [1.03-1.38]) and rs4462262 located at an intergenic region between ZWINT and MRPS35P3 (Padjusted = 0.041; OR [95%CI],1.38[1.01-1.89]) also were significantly associated with STDR, but not with PDR alone. On the other hand, MYT1L-LOC729897 rs10199521 (Padjusted = 0.022; OR [95%CI],1.25 [1.03-1.51]) and API5 rs899036 (Padjusted = 0.049; OR [95%CI],1.36 [1.00-1.85]) showed significant independent associations only with PDR. Similar results were obtained when hemoglobin A1c also was included in the adjustment models. We demonstrated the significant and independent associations of several GWAS-identified SNPs with DR in Chinese T2DM patients with severe DR. The findings on INSR rs2115386 are supportive of the role of insulin resistance, or the compensatory hyperinsulinemia, in the pathogenesis of DR.